FALL 2021

Staff Picks for Adults
Secret Six, by Gail Simone

Lovesickness, by Junji Ito

Adult Services Librarian

Library Assistant

Megan says:

If you're enjoying The Boys or Invincible,
definitely check out this early-2000s romp
through the DC Universe. When DC's villains
form a supergroup called the Society, the six
villains who rejected Society membership are
forced to team up. The Secret Six claw, stab,
and shoot their way through a gauntlet of
foes big (Lex Luthor?!) and small (some dude
named "The Calculator"?!). Who will live?
Who will die? And - most importantly - who
will get the snappiest dialogue?

Hana Khan Carries On, by Uzma Jalaluddin
Adult Services Librarian

Yiota says:

Hana is trying to do it all: save her family's
restaurant, take care of her father, land a job
in radio where she can share the important
stories in her life - all while going to battle
with a competing new and modern halal
restaurant opening in the neighborhood,
threatening her family's own. Things get a
little murky when she finds herself attracted to
the new owner, and realizes that she may
already know him quite well. This is a cute
but thoughtful diverse read, whose main
character is a Muslim woman in Canada,
taking names and creating her own destiny.

The Guest List, by Lucy Foley
Adult Services Librarian

Yiota says:

Well, I didn't see that coming! This is a
well-paced mystery with well-developed
characters that you care for (or most of
them!) The setting was the best part of the
book - on a completely remote island, off
the coast of Ireland, all there to attend a
fashionable wedding. I liked how the author
got into the animal nature of people when
they get into groups, with the wildness of
the island really playing a part. We start to
get hints that maybe the groom seems a
little too perfect, and getting everyone's
perspectives made the book better. A
must-read for mystery lovers!

Collin says:

In a small Japanese town, teenagers believe
that if they wait in the street for a stranger to
pass by, hide their face, and ask for their
fortunes to be told, they will find out what love
the future holds in store for them. In this
collection, the stories are as conceptually
creative as they are frightening. The first ten or
so stories build on one another until they
crescendo into splash pages of bloody gore and
disturbing imagery. Another couple of stories fill
out the book, including an extra weird one about
a boy who is in constant pain, the pain being
part of the house he lives in.

The Love Hypothesis, by Ali Hazelwood
Adult Services Librarian

Yiota says:

This book is simply ADORABLE. Very similar
to Sally Thorne's The Hating Game, except it
takes place in a university lab. Readers will
love the fake-dating-turned-real-love,
especially because Olive and Adam's
chemistry is a nice slow-burn. Adam is the
ideal guy - antagonistic and unapproachable
to everyone but Olive. Adam seems big and
intimidating but is actually so tender-hearted.
Olive is nerdy, adorable, and always dealing
with insecurity. This book gave me all the
good feels and I would definitely recommend
to anyone looking for a cute romance!

A Woman Is No Man, by Etaf Rum
Genealogy & Community History Librarian

Cailín says:

Rum’s novel chronicles a narrative that is
often hidden from view, that of three
generations of Arab-American women.
Told varyingly from each woman’s
viewpoint, Rum illustrates issues of
misogyny, immigration, and generational
divides. It is an intriguing book about
maintaining cultural identity in a foreign
land as well as the role of women (and
men) in a conservative Arab family.
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Staff Picks for Adults
It Never Ends, by Tom Scharpling

The Boat People, by Sharon Bala

Library Assistant

Genealogy & Community History Librarian

Cailín says:

Collin says:

This work of contemporary fiction is broadly
based on the real events of 2009 in which over
500 Tamil refugees from Sri Lanka arrived on
Canada’s doorstep. Sprinkled with flashbacks to
war-torn Sri Lanka, the main narrative of the
book takes us through the refugee process:
from the boat journey to detention and
admissibility hearings. The value of this book
comes from the different perspectives of the
main characters. Chapters alternate between
the lives of a refugee who is separated from his
son once they reach Canada, a Tamil-Canadian
lawyer reconnecting with her family’s past, and
a third-generation Japanese-Canadian who has
been handpicked by the conservative Minister of
Public Safety to adjudicate the hearings. Bala
expertly navigates the mixed feelings of fear,
hypocrisy, connection, and hope that surround
the events of 2009.

Insights and wisdom from a professed
underdog. Comedian and host of a radio
show/podcast called The Best Show, Tom
Scharpling recounts tales of sadness, small
triumphs, and what it was like as a budding
writer for a sports publication to cover a
basketball game between members of the
band Papa Roach versus 4 winners of a
contest sponsored by Jim Beam. Hilarious
stories throughout, it is also a book about
trauma- burying it, surviving it, owning it.
Tom weaves his comic prowess into an
honest discussion about mental health. I'll
admit I was lost on the entire chapter
dedicated to Tom's fixation on coin pusher
arcade machines; overall I found this book
so relatable, there's something in it for
everyone!

People We Meet on Vacation, by Emily Henry

Born a Crime, by Trevor Noah

Adult Services Librarian

Library Assistant

Yiota says:

Elke says:
A great new read by Emily Henry! The book
is about two best friends, eccentric Poppy
and steadfast Alex, who met randomly on a
car ride home from college to their shared
hometown, and have been friends ever
since. They live apart, and every year they
go on vacation together. Until two years
ago, when something happened to ruin
their friendship. Realizing she's not happy,
Poppy convinces Alex to go on one more
vacation with her and he agrees, and she
has a chance to make things right again. It's
a great friends-to-something-more
romance, with amazing chemistry
throughout. A great end of summer read!

A must-read autobiography and coming-of-age
story written in the style of vignettes that
exposes life at the end of apartheid and
thereafter in South Africa. I got hooked when I
read about his religious upbringing. He had to
attend three different churches on Sundays: a
white church, a Black church and a mixed
church. I admired his mother who Trevor says
"had a level of fearlessness that you have to
possess to take on something like she did. If
you stop to consider the ramifications, you'll
never do anything." This book is full of humor
and heart, yet exposes trauma and horrifying
events. It is a book about a Black man who
has to find his identity. "Because racism
exists, you have to pick a side. You can say
you don't pick sides but eventually life will
force you to pick a side." Trevor Noah teaches
us all about our humanity no matter what race,
ethnicity or nationality. This brilliant book will
make hold your breath, laugh, and cry, but you
will be hopeful to the end that everything will
turn out well.
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Staff Picks for Teens
Firekeeper's Daughter, by Angeline Boulley

When Dimple met Rishi, by Sandhya Menon

Library Assistant

Teen Librarian

Caitlin says:

As a biracial, unenrolled tribal member (and the
result of a scandal), Daunis has never fit in
anywhere, neither in her hometown or on the
nearby Ojibwe reservation. Her plan to go off to
school to study medicine is quickly scrapped after a
family tragedy. When she witnesses a murder, she
reluctantly agrees to go undercover to figure out
what this new drug is and who is selling it to
members of the reservation. Her knowledge of the
reservation, chemistry, and traditional medicine may
be the key to figuring out how to save the members
of her tribe but at what personal and cultural cost?
This "Own Voices" YA thriller mystery is perfect for
fans of Tiffany Jackson.

Furia, by Yamile Saied Méndez
Teen librarian

Phoebe says:

I found strength of will and determination of the
main character inspiring. At home Camila
Hassan lives within her mother's narrow
expectations, her soccer-star brother's shadow,
and under the abusive rule of her shorttempered father. On the field, she is La Furia, a
powerhouse of skill and talent. Her parents
wouldn't allow a girl to play fúbol, but Camilia is
not going to let go of her dreams. This book is
intense, putting Camilla against expectations of
her family and her neighborhood and even
against herself sometimes. I recommend this
book for anyone looking for a strong character
facing the world.

Phoebe says:

This is a cute, funny romance with some great
characters. Dimple Shah is looking forward to
a summer program in San Francisco as a
break from her parents, particularly her
mother's obsession with her "marriage
prospects." Rishi Patel is looking forward to the
summer program as a chance to finally meet
the girl his parents have arranged for him to
marry. Their first meeting does not go well. Or
the second, but now they are stuck with each
other for 6 weeks. This book is funny and
heartfelt, great for anyone who likes romance
or wants to give one a try.

Let's Talk about Love, by Claire Kann
Teen Librarian

Phoebe Says:

This book is really good at making hard concepts
understandable and exploring complex
relationships. Alice has given up on finding love.
Alice's last girlfriend, Margo ended things when
Alice confessed she's asexual. Alice is sure she's
done with dating until she meets Takumi. She
can't stop thinking about him, but is afraid that a
new romance will end the same way the last one
did. I would recommend this book for anyone
who has felt like they were losing themselves or
had to change for a relationship, be that with
friends, family or romantic. I would also
recommend for anyone who wants to know more
about asexuality.

Somewhere Between Bitter and Sweet, by Laekan Zea Kemp
Teen Librarian

Phoebe says:

I loved how complex the characters were, and how they stuck together despite (or because of)
their difficulties. Penelope Prado has always dreamed of opening her own pastelería next to
her father's restaurant, but her parents have different plans. Xander Amaro is a new hire at the
restaurant, hoping for a place he feels at home. When both the restaurant and Xander's
immigrant status are threatened they find themselves working to protect each other and their
neighborhood. Everyone has been delt some hard blows by life, but they still find things to
laugh about and ways to give to each other, even when they feel they have nothing.
Recommend for anyone looking for a book about social problems or found family.
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Staff Picks for Teens
Jackaby, by William Ritter

Queen's Quality, Vol.1, by Kyousuke Motomi

Teen Librarian

Teen Librarian

Flannery says:

Phoebe says:

This manga is a few years old now, but
it's new to me and I'm loving it! Fumi is a
young lady who discovers that she has
great power within her - the power to
become a queen! As she learns to control
her magical abilities, she learns more
about herself and her own feelings. This
series is full of romance, action, and
comedy, but my favorite part is that
Fumi's powers remind me of my journey
to understand my anxiety and to treat
myself more kindly. Reading about Fumi
loving herself reminds me to love myself
too!

Sherlock Holmes meets the paranormal,
with a plucky assistant to explain things to
those of us who can't see trolls and red
caps. Abigail Rook left home looking for
adventure and she finds plenty of it when
she becomes assistant to R. F. Jackaby, an
investigator of the unexplained. Jackaby
sees supernatural creatures and when they
stumble into a serial murder case, he is
convinced that the killer is not human. This
book is a fun mix of historic mystery and the
supernatural, with a cast of quirky
characters. Good pick for anyone looking for
a fast paced and engaging supernatural
story.

Maniac: The Bath School Disaster and the Birth
of the Modern Mass Killer, by Harold Schechter

Fat chance, Charlie Vega, by Crystal Maldonado

Teen Librarian

Teen Librarian

Flannery says:

If you're into true crime stories, this one is a
doozy. In 1927, a well-respected resident of
Bath, Michigan detonated the explosives
that he'd stashed underneath the new
school building. Andrew Kehoe's actions
that day led to the deaths of over 40
people, most of them children--and also
Kehoe himself. Schechter attempts to piece
the story together and find a way to explain
why Kehoe committed this horrible mass
murder. It's a fascinating insight into the
early roots of American violence. Due to
the subject matter, this book would be best
enjoyed by ages 16 and up.

Phoebe says:
This book actually made me cry. Charlie
Vega is smart, funny, artistic, ambitious.
And fat. People sometimes have a problem
with that last one. Especially her mom.
When Charlie starts a tentative relationship
with cute classmate, everything is perfect
until she learns he asked her friend Amelia
out first. Charlie comes face to face with all
her insecurities, about her body, her
friendships, and her relationships with her
family. The emotions in this book are very
real. Recommended for anyone who has
ever felt insecure about themselves or how
other people see them.
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Staff Picks for Children
When a Tree Grows, by Cathy Ballou Mealey

The Shape of Thunder, by Jasmine Warga

Library Assistant

Library Assistant

Karen says:

I picked this book because the
cover caught my eye. I think it will
quickly become a favorite of
preschoolers. This funny story is
about a series of events that
happen when a tree in the forest
falls because Moose pushes against
it a little too hard. Large,
expressive illustrations of the forest
animals compliment the story.

Caitlin says:

Best friends Quinn and Cora have not spoken since
the day Quinn's brother brought a gun to school and
killed Cora's sister, almost a year ago now. Both
families are still trying to process how and why this
has happened. On Cora's birthday, she receives a
box from Quinn with research about one topic: time
travel. Together, they begin trying to discover if it is
possible to go back to that fateful day and save
Cora's sister. A beautifully written book around very
real topics that children have to face in today's
society, this book is perfect for older middle grade
readers (12+) wanting to understand the power of
love and friendship in healing after loss.

The Adventures of Team Pom, by Isabel Roxas
Library Assistant

Elke says:

Graphic novels are a big hit. They are eye-catching fast reads and this one has a
catchy title. It is an out of this world, hilarious criminal mastermind story where Mister
Gilbert and Monsieur Georges pursue a giant squid who seeks sanctuary in the sewers
of Queens, New York. No spoiler alerts! You have to read it to find out what they are
after and why. It is also an ethnically inclusive story about groups vying for the
Synchronized Swimming championship. The main contest is between the Diving Divas
and Team Pompous. Find out why Mister Gilbert says: "Oh, rubbery pancakes!" Looking
forward to the next absurd adventure in the series.

A Dog Like Daisy, by Kristin O'Donnell Tubb
Library Assistant

Elke says:

While preparing a 30 sec. new book video of Zeus, Dog of Chaos by the same author, I got interested in reading
Daisy. The cover of the book speaks loudly: A pit bull with a partially chewed off ear, a daisy around her eye, a
sweet name, the American flag in the background.
A perfect November read around Veterans' Day, for kids and parents to read together. I love dogs and the
companionship they provide and the pureness of their feelings. Colonel Victor suffering from PTSD needs a
service dog to help him with his anxiety due to traumatic experiences during his service in the military. Daisy was
left at the pound with her own form of PTSD as a fighting dog who abhorred fights. Can Daisy be rescued and
trained to become the emotional support dog for the Colonel?
Told from Daisy's point of view, it shows how strange we humans sometimes act.
Despite the seriousness of the subject matter (PTSD), you will love the other characters: Smaug, a Bearded
Dragon and self-proclaimed healer, Micah who wants a pet puppy; and the surprise ending.
Will Daisy become a great service dog? Simply a pet? Or will she have to go back to the shelter. Read it to find
out! Maybe you have friends or family members who suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder. This book is an
eye opener to what soldiers and their families have to deal with and hopefully open talk and understanding, thus
providing help.

